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CHAPTER I 
INTRO)) UC TI ON 
Since tna.n first sought refuge from the elements of.weather, he has 
~een concerned with heusing. · The continuous progressiqn of, tech11iol.ogy 
has not left the ,area of· shelter untouched, and cons'equently • man's. 
expectations, desires and demands· have steadily inc.reased. People soon· 
begin to "need'' things and services. that were formerly ll.PCuries afforded 
only a few. 
Like food and clothing, houi?ing is of concern to all members of 
society., According to Meyerson, Terett aq.d Wheaton (1962, p. 4), 
Everyone has a stak~ in housing: so~e OJ:?.lY as consumers 
and taxpayers• othet'.s as. buildei:;s, building laborers• , 
mortgage lenders, landlords, bu.ilding mate;-ials and equip-
ment supplier~, building code and zoµ.ing o.fficials, Federal 
'appraisers, housing inspectors, public officials responrd-
ble fo~ schools, highways, public ,wo:rks, fire and police, 
and·finally, as businessmen•-merchants a:qd industrialists. 
Housing education has not·historically received.much.recognition 
as an important field of study, even though people in all·facets of 
society make many far reaching personal and family decisions concerning 
housing. Faulty housing decisions have of.ten .led to. much unhappiness 
and. even to disaster. It is of increasing importance to help people . 
make these decisions and "Te create an awareness of the housing needs of. 
contemporary families and how these may be met in our culture now and 
in the future" (McKinney, 1972, p. 1). 
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Statem~nt of Problem 
The purpose of tbe study was to develop a.simulation game to be 
used as a tea~hing device in a beginning or intermediate Housing and 
Interior Design course.on the college level, and to develop a question-
naire to obtain reactions of .the participants o~ the game. 
Signific.ance and Background 
Housing 
Gross and Cranqal;l. (1963) recognize that decent housing is " ••• a 
justifiable aim for all.famiJ,.ies." They state further that not only is 
the number of dwellings important but also the adequacy of those dwell-
ings. In order to understand what will make the housing adequate, "We 
need more.understanding of family life today and of the physical setting 
required to enhance it ••• " (Agan, 1972, p. 17). Agan lists the reasons 
that 2.6 million new housing units will be needed yearly until 1980. 
1. It is believed that during the decade of the seventies, 1.3 
million new households will be formed annually. 
2. The number of on~-person households is increasing rapidly. 
3. The number of two-person hou~eholds has also risen proportion-
ately, with less larger households and almost no three generation 
households. 
4. With the Federal Qovernment becoming more involved in the 
housing market, the scrapping of substandard dwellings will increase. 
There will be low-cost public housing, low-cost loans, rent subsidies~ 
and rehabilitation proj~cts for urban renewal. 
5. The rising level of personal income will stimulate the demand 
for housing.· Many will ·o1Nn two.houses, others will want to move up to 
a nbett;;er" house. 
6. The distress with the conditions within the dense population 
I 
centers has brought a cl..etJ¥!.nd for _new hou1dng in. outlying areas. 
"Housing adapted to t4e preferred life style and available at costs 
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affordable by the,pe-rson" (Agan• p. 19) is the goal designers and plan-. 
ners must .st-rive fo-r in thei-r educational and· p-rofessional · pu-rsuits. 
Simulation Gaming 
Within the .last decade; educators, have increasingly been aware of 
the need to make learning mo-re.closely -relat~d to the social sphe-re and 
all the.activities in whicl) one becomes engaged in life during and after 
school. A cqntinually growing number of teachers and.researchers have 
become involved in designing and implementing simulation games as a way 
of ·meeting this need for ."relevancy." 
The information in support of simulation ,gaming is.quite impressive. 
The ac;l.van1:ages of including this.technique in a learning environment are 
numerous., One advantage of gaming in education is 11 ••• that_it of.t;;en 
leads. to more imaginative and less em,otional decisions" (Abt, 1970, 
p. 103). 
Educators have ascertained that.to be most.meaningful, learning must 
take place.through interaction of the person with his environment 
(Tuckmanj l969). That is basically what is meant by educational simula-
tion gaming. Ward and. Koeninger (1971) hav_e formulated. a definition for 
siJn,ulation as a representation '' ••• of the central features of a real 
circumstance aimed at providing the learner with a relatively safe, sim-
plified and germane learning environment" (p. 4). The designer is able 
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to pull out th~ essential elements of reality and put together a situa-
tion whic~ gives the student a chance to practice theqrie~ an4.abil:i.-
ties/.Wh:(le not threatening him with.real life consequences. Si.DlUlat:l,on 
gaming can.make some real ~ontribution~ to equcation .including housing 
education which is still relatively untapped •. 
CI:iA:eTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
This study involved the development of a simulation game for use 
as a teaching device for a beginning or intermediate course in Housing 
and Interior Design at.Oklahoma.State University. The review of related 
literature,is presented in two.sections. The first section deals with 
housing as an aspect of society and as a field of study. Simulation 
games and·their roles as educational tools ma~e·up the concluding area. 
Housing 
Housing ~ Society 
The growth of housing is direct;.ly related to the growth of the 
population,. Spengler. (1968, p. 5) feels that 11 ••• the role of housing 
is significantly affect;.ed by the growth and concentration of populatic;>n, 
control of which is essent.ial to the easing of the so-called hou~ing 
problem." If those concerned about housing are to make· any gains on 
the heusing situatic:m, they mu.st. be ·able to predict population trends 
and foresee ways ef meeting these changes. The world populations are 
increasing at a rate that is ala:i;-ming to many scientists and statisti-
cians. Many of the reasons for concern about population growth relate 
to housing. 
With .the increasing ability of man to lower.the deatq rate through 
improved medical car.e and bet'!:er eating habits, the ri.se in werld 
5 
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population and even the lesser rate of this country are posing a threat 
to the quality of life and possibly to life itself. The Commission on 
Population Growth and the American Future has pointed out that the 
total of the world's population has doubled in the last fifty years, and 
the rate of growth as projected now appears to double every seventy 
years. The population growth of the United States is leveling off, but 
the problems are not ending. A continuation of this rate would mean 
that in a few hundred years, there would only be enough space for" ••• 
one square yard per person over the whole face of the earth, including 
oceans and mountains" (Agan, 1972, p. 16). 
One of the major trends of the population and technology growth is 
the move to metropolitan areas. The Conunission (1972) has stated that 
while most families live in metropolitan areas and most migration is 
toward these areas, the traditions and memories are of small towns and 
farms. In fact, in 1900 60 percent of the population was rural and 
today it is two-thirds metropolitan. The people are still trying to 
cope with this rapid transition. Little and Mitchell (1971, p. 2) claim 
that "megalopolis is where some three-quarters of all Americans live--
yet it is but two percent of the land area of the .United States." The 
Commission's Report further states that "population growth is metro-
politan growth in the contemporary United States, and it means different 
things to different people" (p. 25). The space of American cities has 
grown even faster than their population, and is claiming more than a 
million acres of land a year. Little and Mitchell make another thought 
provoking statement--that if there is no green, open space nearby people 
are not going to survive. 
An accompanying problem of the rapid growth of population and 
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increasing technology is that of the rapid consumption of natural· 
re~ources and· open space. Ehrlich and Harriman· (1971, p. 5) have 
stated that "we are all c~mpletely dependent upon.the life-support sys-
tems of our planet for every bit of our food, for the oxygen in our 
attllosphere, for the purit;y of ·that atmosphere, and for the disposal of 
our wastes." Even though the United States is not posing the extreme 
threat to World ~opulation th~t many developing countries are, its use 
of resources and. potential damage to the environment are greater than 
that of any other count;ry (Commission Report, 1972). ProducUon of· 
housing for the populace makes use of many resources and much space~ 
Technology has the opportunity and the obligation to provide better 
planned, more efficient use of natural resources and·natural open space· 
to give man a.system of .sheltex- that will prolong his life and·enhance 
it. Recently, the speed of change has not allowed time for evaluation 
of where technology is now, to give an indication of where it should go 
(Agan, 1972). This time must be found and there must be people pre-
pared to. do the evaluation •. 
Another trend in population growth and·change, besides increasing 
the total number of people and their consumption of natural resources, 
is altering the.age make up of the population. In fact, for the first 
time" ••• the aged and the.youth almost balance out" in the United 
States (Agan, 1972, p. 15). This situation poses some·special problems 
about which many people and . groups are becoming ccmcerned • The ag.ed · 
! ' . 
h~ve speci.al prob.~ems, including housing, which affect the society as a 
whole and for which solut.:1,ons must· be found. 
Studies have shown that a large portion of the aged live .in cities 
and a great number of these city dwellers reside. in decaying 
neighborhoods in the core area. Altho~gh a large number of retired 
persons owp a hQme, .the value of most of . their homes· is low •. These 
dwelling un:l.ts are frequently old and'· in a sta1;:e of disrepair, often 
lacking sufficient .heating ail.d plumbing (Montgemery, 1972). Many of 
the programs of .the federil.l government, 111 effort;s to provide better 
housing, have displac~d old.er resident;s. Riley arui Foner · (1~68) dis-
covered that of som,e 220,000 househQlds .relocated by urban renewal b~-
tween 1949 and 1963 about one-fifth, of - thE;ml were headed.· by those aged 
. sixty or more. 
The suitabili.ty of housing facilit;ies is important to all persons 
of the .society, but es_pecially to tQ.ose of the upper age brackets. 
Gottlieb (1~65) defines envirenment as being all the conditions which 
af:fect life ,and hl,Ullan behavior.. She goes. on to say tha.t there .is 
mutual,influence on the part·of .the envirQnment and people. As a per-
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son reaches old age, he begins .to have less influence over the environ-
m,ent because of decreasing physica~ abilities and decreasing economic 
well being. They are more affected by the environment because they are 
~re socially ise.lated and. spend, more time in their dwellings (Loether, 
1967), and. becaus.e SQ many have little Ol;' nothing .to do (Anderson, 
1963). Proppe (19~9, .p. 612) agr.ees that "with age, life space con~ 
stricts ••.• 1' Life space has 'been _described by the following words: 
· The· life ,spa·ce. consists of the person, a pa~ticQ.lar . 
field, the psychological environment:_, and the. total 
environments within the field and life space •. The 
li_fe space also includes his needs,. goals, cognitive 
stx:uctu;res, the. total environment ,values, f8lllily re-
lationships·, social interactions, the wor.k werld, 
and other.phenomena that; affect him as a living p~r­
son·and actor. The field is not closed but there is 
an order of priorities in what actually affects one 
or in what one a;ffect;s (Lissitz, 1970, p. 299). 
The study of one 1 s life spa.ce. or environment must take into account 
his whole being--physical, psychological and social aspects. 
In discussing the elements of environment, Anderson (1963), sees 
the possibility that the psychological environment is, in a sense, 
narrower than the physical in that the human being takes in only a 
limited amount of information at one time, and that a person can act 
only as a unit--involved in only one.major action at a time. What he 
perceives is not only affected by objective stimuli, but also by " 
the condition of his sense organs and his readiness to respond" 
(Anderson, p. 227). The psychological environment can also be broader 
than the physical one because the person is possibly reacting to past 
events or future possibilities rather than to the present stimuli. 
There is a continuity of experience which develops within each person 
as he·goes through life which shapes his expectancies and behavior. 
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A person moves from one environment to another in a physical psychologi-
cal sense, carrying with him this continuity which is beyond the present 
set of stimuli (Anderson, 1963). As he moves, he may continue at the 
same level, move to a richer environment or. move to a less stimulating 
one. It is hoped that through continuing research it will be learned 
how to plan environments which will be enriching not only to the elder-
ly, but to all people, thus improving the quality of life for everyone. 
The physical and social environments are intimately interrelated. 
Langdon (1966, p. 462) feels that physical features 11 ••• are so infil-
trated with social values that they may be viewed as concretizations of 
the social environment." This view of all the aspects of life space 
fitting together is becoming more widely accepted. 
Life space is critical to all, not only the elderly, as seen in the 
developing social problems which are complicated by concentration of 
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more and mor.e people into dense population centers. The need to find 
the causes bringing about man's adaptation, or lack of it, to the city 
is evident, 
Man relates to his urban environment through his perception of it. 
j • I 
There. are many factors which influence the parts of the surroundings 
actually perceived and th~ effects of this perception .on mental atti-
tude, The stored. knowledge from past experiences beginning in childhood 
has much influ~nce. Most people see forces around them as,beautiful 
if they are creative and ugly if t~ey are destructive (Abse, 1966). 
This view is one arrived at. on a subconscious level. 
In order to survive, man must find ways of maintaining his identi-
ty. In small rural conununities, he has relationships with living plants 
an4 animals, and this tie with the natural environment gives him some 
sense of the cc;mtinuity of life.. He can also maintain relationships 
with people who give him feedback as to who he is. His opportunities 
to observe space and· structures which. he can comprehend in relation to 
himself all help maintain his equilibrium. Li~e in an urban center 
' 
seldom provides these chances to feel as if one had a place in the 
social environment. 
The sheer size of the build.ings, streets and highway systems and 
the seemingly endless numbe.r of them can be overwhelming to the person 
seeking to find his importance as an individual. This extreme in size 
a.nd nu;mber may lead to distortion of perception, bringing on anxiety 
and possibly feelings of insecurity (Moller, 1968). This problem of 
scale is ever increasing as more skyscrapers are being built and more 
rural people are moving into the urban areas. Establishment and main-
tenance of conununities within the cities can bring about a sense of 
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belonging and partic:l,patfon for the inhabitants and bring the environ-
ment into a more closely human scale. Hall (1966, p. 160) says that 
II home is not merely an apartment or a house, but a local area in 
which some of the most meaningful aspects of life are experienced." 
Complicating the situation for planners, urban scale is not necessarily 
the same for all ethnic groups an4 should be developed for each group 
individually as they have needs. 
Man is the only animal capable of adapting his environment to fit 
him, buj; iIJ. turn he is molded by his surroundings. Sir Winsten 
Chu;rchill .once said, "We shape our buildings and our buildings shape 
u.s." This shapiµg may be for t,he good-.,-such as bringing about a greater 
level of appreciat:i,on of art--or this may be detr.imental as seen in the 
increasing social upheaval. With the lack of concern for.beauty as an 
essential part of building design, there has been a lack of taste in new 
structures and remodeling of old ones (Sloane, 1966). There is also a 
lack of effective dealing with the appearance, growth and spread of 
depressed areas. 
The structures of our cities are more enduring than most other 
forms of art and science and so have a very long range effect on the 
inhabitant$ and othel;'s in the society who come in co.ntact with these 
creations. Designe~s qf housing and other structures must be sensitive 
to the needs of ·the present and of the future so that the man-made en-
vironment will be one that influences the psyche of society for the good 
and thus has a role in. the betterment of that society. 
Housing Education 
The impetus to learn·more about the housing needs of people and 
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ways to meet th~se needs are increasing, and. they are. coming from all 
segments of seciety. Along with the increasing population to be housed 
and the :i:ising. expectation~ of this population, there has been· greater 
coverage of social problems by the news media. This has made an impact 
on the,average citizen, who in ~urn, has put pressure on governmental 
agencies to improve the situation of·the people. 
Gross and Crandall ·(1963) make.the point ,that_ housing is the .second 
largest item in the budget-of the average family and buying a home is 
usually the. largest single expense. College classes of housing and in-
terior design prepare people not O'qly to be better housing consumers, 
but. also .to become. better leaders_, designers and· policy makers for busi-
ness and. government. 
The 'concern for increasing and improving the housing education in 
colleges and universities has received some national attention, espe-
cially by home. economists. The Associa.tion of Administrators of Home 
Economics met and·set forth a nu~ber of National Goals and Guidelines 
for . Research .f!! ~ Eco.ndmics. Housing and interior design received . a 
great deal of .attention in tlw comprehensive outline. 
Among themany proposed directions for research, there are several 
which are particularly appropriate to the area of study undertaken here. 
The socia+ and emotional aspects of housing are of great importance 
because they generally determine one~s satisfaction with the "near 
environment"" The effects of the actual physical components of the 
surroundings of. the ,person upon. hi$ self-concept and his social ~ccept­
ance 'are of importance to his well-being and his ability to func;t:ion •. 
The administrators defined housing as" ••• the spatial environment .in 
which man exists .and interacts" and went on to affirm th~t ''the· 
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immediate environment should satisfactorily accommodate.man and his 
many activities and interactions [and] ••• should provide function, com-
fort, contentment, health, economic, psychological and aesthetic satis-
factions" (p. 34). In order to plan and furnish housing that will so 
comprehensively meet man's needs, several things must be determined. 
It should be learned what, the physical.environmental requirements are to 
meet special needs of individuals, what roles housing and furnishings 
play in. influencing and me.eting the .needs and aspirations of individuals 
and families, and the effects of deprivation of housing and furnishings 
on man. Housing the increasing numb.er of retired and elderly people is 
a matter that is of great importance, and educa.tors must lear.n more 
about th.eir perception. of their housing needs and specifically how 
these may be me.t ;. 
Other questions to be investigated are how factors of culture, 
history and geography affect the social and physical environment, how 
new or changing environments affect patterns of family development and 
interaction, and how man is affected by and/or influences his physical 
environment. 
Man's need for and response to aesthetics are under consideration 
by various researchers. They are investigating the levels of need for 
aestheti.c surroundings, the roles of housing and furnishings in fulfill-
ing aesthetic needs, the relationships between personal values and 
aesthetic ,expression and the,connection between choice-making and func-
tional ·.and aesthetic consider a tioq,s. 
A group of housing educators in colleges and universities put 
their ideas together and set forth their findings in relation .to housing 
education. They began by emphasizing some important facts. They stated· 
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that J1eusing is. a subject, that affects. all persons as. con,s·umers (and 
many also as producers and d:l,.~tr:j.but0-rs) econamica~ly, tecQ,nica;Lly, :f;i-
· nancii!.lly and socially. They felt;. that; a bro,ad approach to houi;i.ing 
education was.,needed, and·tha.t·un:l,.versities sho1,1ld.,e:x;amiµ.e tb.eir ;rc;>les 
iF educa ~ion for heusing and. be ready to reenferce cin4 ·extend .th.eir 
pregt'ams so that, they .might:, bet~er .prepare student,s ·for. j.~bs, in housing. 
The committee added. ,that ,,there is an incr:eas:j.ng ne.ed for a greater 
I ' 
' i 
unQ.erstandiµ.g ef the,effec.ts ef housi.ng upon the individual. 
Th~ Ame~ica,n Associatien ef Housing Educ.ater.s is an organi~atic;m 
founded in 1965 with tqe purpose ot promoting housing education '' ••• to 
I ' 
·. streQgthen research and t:,eac.hing in producing ,new knowledge and bettet; 
understanding of: the ro,le of; ~ausi,ng in tb,e life of American fl!lmilies" 
(A.A.H.E.). Their objectives include strengthening undergraduate and 
graduate pregra!JlS at ,the co,llege level, i'il\preving r.esearch and exchang-
ing iqeas and ii:i~ermation among people, agenci•s an4 professional organ-
·i.~a t;ions co~cer.ned .~ith heusing. 
The department.s on.college and university campuses. that .are 
responsible· for teaching. hou~.ing .ea9h. develo~ their own goals and objec-
' ! 
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tives. Oklahema Sta.te Uitiversity' s Housing and. InteriQr Design Depa~t-
ment w;i.thi"Q. the,!Divisien ,of ·HE>J11,e Economics is ne exceptioq., The ,goals 
of the departm,ent, as set· ferth iti. 197Z, inc.lud~ the .need "to create an· 
awareness ef the.housing needs of·contemporary families and.how these 
may be me.t ·in .our cu].tur:e ·new and· in th~ future." Alsa ther:e is the 
tq.~ust te prepare student.s ·far careers in interiar design and hc;>using 
fields .and pr()blem..;s~lv1n$ of. individuals' .and families'. wants, and needs. 
in the area ef: sh~.lter.. More specifi'cally, in sett.ing forth the ,a~jec:­
tives fo.r the beginning ceurse 1 in th~ department en ti tied "Housing fer 
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Contemporary Living" the faculty has emphasized understanding th.e rela.-
tion between housing and individual ancl family needs, values and goals, 
developing a philosophy to guide housing choice and being actively in.-
volved in hqusing concert,ls on.the local, national and international 
levels. 
Agan; (1973) a spokesman for housiag concerns, contends that 
educatfon.-.-especially not formal education.-... is needed .in all communities 
to meet the requirements of youth and adults. at their point of need, 
helping them to grow as persons. This is a cry for professionals 
trained in housing who ])ave an understanding of all aspects of the rela.-
tionship of pe9ple to their immediate envirenment. 
Simulation Gaming 
From the time ef early childhood, people are involved in simulation 
games. The.se games are a major' learning device for children, helping 
them try out roles and relationships with other people and with things• 
As man~ s capacity fox learning develops with age and experience; his 
instruments of instruction become more complex. Accordingly, this is 
true for simulation games, since they still maintain a .role in his 
learning. 
Definition 
A simulation is a repre'sentation or a model of real things or 
events. Kibel (1972, p. 13) describes simulation as a " ••• cross be.-
tween a portrait and a caricature.of reality." Simulations as.educa-
t.ional devices are shaped by the author to suit his purpose and may 
range fr.om children playing "house" to a wind tunne.l ·for testing an. 
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aircraft or a model economic system. Though the forms vary greatly, 
the.essence of simulation is creating a model with "a similarity of 
ideas or a conceptual likeness" (Barton, 1970, p. 1). Because of space, 
time and other factors, simulation games are not exact replicas of 
actuality; however, they should contain two key factors--"the systematic 
' 
selection of a small number of features o~ reality for explanation, 
manipulation and analysis and the collapsing and/or expanding of the 
time scale" (Kibel, p. 13). 
More specifically stated by Cruickshank (1966, p. 23) simulation 
is" ••• the creation of realistic games to be played by participants 
in order to provide them with lifelike problem-solving e~periences 
related to their present or future work." Defined-another way, simula-
t,ion is a procedure for testing or teaching in which a model of a real 
situation is created ,(Beck and Monroe, 1969, p. 45). Coleman describes 
a game as being a caricature of social life, magnifying some aspect of 
social interaction and placing it in its own context (1966, p. 3). 
Later he goes on to say that a social simulation game makes explicit 
certain social processes which may be difficult to discern in everyd~y 
life (Boocock and Schild, 1968, p. 30). Abt, an innovator in education-
-al gaming, feels that those games which are of .most interest to educa-
tors are those which simulate a specific process or relationship (1967, 
p. 92). 
Keeping the idea. of simulation in its pro.per perspective, Tansey 
and Unwin (1969, p. 23) affirm that it is merely a means to an end, an 
alternative strategy, rather than the ultimate goal to be.achieved. 
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Advantages .2.t Simulation Games 
.. ; " ; ', ( . 
'l'here are two .major uses. ef "educatio'Q.al". simulation games, the 
first.being an instrument. of research •. A great volume.of the output of 
sim\llation situations has.come from.the areas of social ,science, and 
much of their interest has been to deve~op an.environment in whi~h to 
study varieus. facets of .. social beh,avior and to test theories of social. 
interaction. In most instance.a, it is impossible fer .a researcher to 
' 
tesf: an en.tire group of· people, not· to .mention' aQ. entire sQciety. By 
dev~loping a simu~ation that .. b a miniature .. of the society or a speci-
I ' I 
.fied segl!lent of. that society, the social scientist ,will ihave. a g'I'OUp 
wiithin,hi:s 'scope.to study. As Hause and'Patterson (1969) stated it, 
social scientists need lab.oratory teqhniques to properly study man's. 
bel)avior, and simulat.ions may very well be the long awaited laboratory. 
The reason. that .so many edu,cato.:rs have been drawn .. to simulation 
games is that they believe that·le~I:'ning can take place as a result of 
part,icipation in these activities. The most widespread use. of simula ... 
tie''Q. gami,ng i~ as a teachin~ device, a;nd i~ this capacity it· has many 
autstandi~g features. It is only o'Q.e of many ways to present ideas and· 
methods, of dealin~ with them, but·it :is on,e that is gaining recognitio'Q. 
as a bona fide technique. Educators, .sociolog:i,sts.and businessmen·fr9m 
the United State~ and othe17 countries are deve.lo'ping and· using Simula'.'" 
· tions games. in tea.ching and training at an ever increasing rate. 
A. 'major goal of educat.ion .is· the eventual, applicatien or ·pulling 
tegethe17 and puttit:lg to. use,of all the,in~ormation acquired by a pe:rson 
in a given.length·of .time. A simulation game provides an arena for ·a 
tri.al application of thb kno~ledge. 
First, simula.tion makes it necessary to make sure of 
the facts; to collect, evaluate, and analyze the avail-
able information. Then there. is an obligation to see 
the whole of the problem, or to diagnose the situation 
as it appears. Finally, it could be possible to find 
alternative situations for any given circumstance 
(Tansey and Unwin, 1969, p. 22). 
1,8 
Abt (1970) states that a person cannot learn to correct mistakes if he 
is never allowed to make them and making them in social science means 
taking a practical decision, not remembering the wrong date. In real 
life experience, these mistakes could be exceedingly ~ostly. Abt thinks 
that a simulation experience is the best answer. One can get involved, 
make decisions, and when making mistakes, not be compelled to take the 
disastrous consequences that often occur when these mistakes are made 
in reality. 
Instructors using conventional methods of teaching often find .lack 
of motivation .to be a characteristic of their students. It has been 
found in many instances that simulation games increase interest. This 
is thought by some to be the most definite advantage. Cruickshank (1966) 
has found that participants consider the simulation experience stimula-
ting and highly motivating. According to Twelker, (1969), simulation 
techniques brought about sustained learner activity and motivation, 
while Abt (1967) concluded that educational games provide motivation to 
become deeply involved in the problem and provide gains in achievement 
at costs less than those of other instructional methods. Tansey and 
Unwin (1969) found students highly motivated to learn and with a high 
degree of commitment and involvement. Alger (Guetzkow, ~al., 1963) 
believes that the motivational aspects of simulation are brought about 
because of three inherent characteri$tics of the medium. The first.is 
that the technique is more fun th.an more conventional ones. It also has 
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the ability to involve the participants extensively, and give them 
shared experiences about which they can converse outside of class more 
readily than with usual course work. 
This high degree.of involvement; with the ":responsive environment" 
(simulation) is another favorable aspect of simulation gaming according 
to Beck and Monroe (1969). They state further that this responsiveness 
gives the learner a chance to see the effects of alternative decisions. 
Emphasizing the point, Abt (1970) affirms that retention of learning is 
greater when students interact and really put to use their skills, than 
when they listen to lecture. Successful simulation requires partici-
pants to assume roles, thus making each active and involved. 
Simulation takes learning out of the area of abstraction 
and makes it a participatory. It involves learning by 
doing and this is of particular benefit where human reac-
tion, int;eractions and emotions are involved. Skiil is 
acquired through practice, and enables participants to 
learn 'facts, processes, and alternative strategies (Abt, 
1970, p. 25). 
Simulation games provide for experience with a wide range of 
educational objectives from the cognitive (intellectual) domain to the 
affective (emotional or attitudinal) domain and acts to integrate these 
different types of knowledge and behavior (Beck and Monroe, 1969 and 
Twelker, 1969). The affective domain is often difficult to deal with 
! and holds an important place in the social sciences. 
Simulation gaming changes the social .conditions under which learn-
ing takes place (Abt, 1970). The teacher is less directly concerned 
with judging the performance and discipline. He is no longer the author-
itarian (Tansey and Unwin, 1969). It may be said that the" ••• control 
of the class shifts from the teacher to the learning materials them-
selves--and in a sense ultimately to the students" (Boocock, 1967, p. 94). 
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This allows many students, especially those who have previously not 
excelled to feel they have a chance to succeed, and it provides opp or-
tunities for learning from peers which can be most effective (Abt, 1967). 
It gives the students more freedom in and more responsibility for their 
own learning (Boocock, 1967). However, Boocock goes on to caution that 
while this shift away from the authority figure of the teacher may be 
more productive, it may also be more threatening to those teachers and 
students locked into conventional methods. There may be greater empathy 
between teacher and those who are taught or .there may be greater discom-
fort. 
Through designing a simulation, the .author (in this case a teacher 
and/or researcher) can abstract those parts of society which he feels 
need concentration, thus making complex problems simpler and more easily 
understood (Abt, 1970 and Tansey and Unwin, 1969). When this is done, 
the learner is often allowed to learn faster than first hand field obser-
vation would permit (House and Patterson, 1969). 
For, the last few years, there has been a cry from students and 
others involved in the educational system to make the subjects taught 
more relevant. They want the situation in class and the situation out-
side to be explicitly comparable. Simulation games inject this feeling 
of realism and relevance (Abt, 1970 and Kibel, 1972). Boocock reiter-
ates this lifelike quality of the medium, which gives the students a 
confrontation with the real world, as opposed to the ideal. She says 
that there is not just one right answer, but that" ••• some strategies 
are more successful thai:i others" (1967, p. 94). 
Often .students are not able to look into the fu.ture and foresee 
possibilities, but this technique enables teaching for the long range 
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future even for less motivated pupils (4bt, 1970), many times providing 
a vicarious experienc,e"of .things 'to.come (Tan~ey and Un~in, 1969). Sim-
ulation allows tQe participants to be 
1
placed, in a situation whic;h they 
ll)ay never have experieµ.ced befqre and.lets ~hem get the feel of it. 
This may be preparation for a spe<;:ific acUvity er problem to be solved. 
. I 
or it,may be a mere gene~alized projection. 
IJ;J. most educa~ional situa,tioq.s, it is hoped that.the information 
and skill,s gained will be carried over into the life sit1,1ation. Since 
simul.ations are riepresentations of life c'i:r;cumstances,. aeck anq Monroe 
(1969) have conclud~d that a real benefit of this technique in teaching 
or tr.\'l.itl.ing is the probability of .gtea~er transfer of learning to non-
schoo+. activities. Cruickshank Ci966) felt that with teacher training 
courses, behavior on the job of the stud~nts was-modified positively as 
a relsn,ilt of the ,simul,ation experience which they received before going 
' ' ' 
into the teaching situati,on. He 'was so impressed with the results that 
he stated that tl?.is technique 11 ••• may be the .. ' ii:itegrative stem' th.at 
will wed theory and practice". (p. 24). 
Problem solving is .a part.of th~ thrust of educational objectives 
! . ' ! 
of most levels of·.training. Siml,llation games not only previde a logical 
framework for problem analysis, but also require and reward the synth~sis 
o~ solutions to probl,em~ by both logic and .intuitioQ. (Abt, 1967). These 
gam~s require one to be sure. of thE!l fact;s, l<;>ek a,t the wha,l.e. preblem .and 
< 
diagnos~ the p~~ble,m .as· it .appears (Tansey and Unwin; 1969). The par ti'."" 
cipants. are confronted ·with a specific instan.ce and· de net need to try 
to deal with generalities (not what might be, but what is). To rein-
force the solutions, concepts, research evidence.and behavior patterns 
may be included,. in contra.st to. a real· life problem-solving situation. 
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"The very process ef developing serious games fer analyzing and/or. 
solving social, eqoriomic, and.politic.al problem~ encourages an objec-
tive but em;i:>athetic viewpoint towards the var.io4s factions involved in 
a conflict" (Abt, 1970,: p. 130). 
Anoth.er important process emphasized in education .and going hand, 
in hand ·wit.h prople~ salving is. that of decision-making. Gross and. 
Crandall, (1963) state that basically training in d~cision-making is 
I 
' having occasions to make deci.sions. Nickell and Dorsey (1959) corrobo-
rate this view by thei;" stat;:ement; 
Thus, experience·gained:in meeting ene situation er problem 
may be helpful in making deci.siens regardi'I\g another• 01.lt · 
of' this. fund .. of experience, well-established habits of 
decision-making are gradually built up. Thes.~ habit~ lead 
. to. rapid •act.ion and ultimately bec;:ome th.e basis for value 
judgm~nts. In this way one develops dec:Lsien-making skill 
(p. 39). 
Simu1atic;ms provide this experience by giving the- partic;;.ipants opportu-
nities fer ,practicing decisi~n-Illl\lking. Alger (Guetzkow .!£..al~, 1963) 
gives.three·reasons.that .. simulation enhances one's ability to make 
dec,i.siens. He says that; in most simulations partic;ipants are involved 
in making deci.sions. TQ.is m~ans ·that ~hey go. through the .actual pro-
fess rather. than just .analyzing the .decisions of ethers.. Experience 
with simulation provides eppertuniti.es t9 see the actual problems of 
deciding specific things peculiar to tb,e situations.being simt.ilated. 
Tansey a:nd Unwi~ (1969) agr'ee. that .s;i.mulatian can be very useful, in the 
development of skills of decision-making. Abt recognizes the im:Portant. 
relationship between decision-making and games when he states "~educed 
to its formal essence, a game i~ an activity among two or more indepen ... 
dent decision-makers seeking to achieve their objectives in some limit-
' 
ing centext" (underlining his) (1970, p. 6). 
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A problem educators, particularly those in public schools, have 
long faced is that of relating to students of many different abilities 
simultaneously. The research studies on the use of simulation game 
with a variety of age groups substantiate the hypothesis that this t,ech-
1 nique is one of the best for relating information and ideas to differing 
ability levels at one tim~. Abt, one of the foremost developers of 
simulation games, has made the following statement about the learning 
which comes from experience with these "serious games:". 
Even rela~ively simple games are sufficiently rich in content 
to provipe several different levels of learning simultaneously 
to student.s of different abilities. The slow learners will 
concent,rat~ on the concrete, static elements of the game. The 
moderately fast learners will develop concepts of cause and 
effect and attempt·to apply them. The most advanced learnerei 
will consider the strategic interactions of several parallel · 
causal chains (1970, p. 23). 
Culturally deprived students of ten respond better to game techniques 
than to.more conventional methods (Abt, 1966). 
It .is generally believed that people are better able to respond and 
to learn- whe.n they do not feel threatened, -and when they feel that they 
have some impact on their environment. While involved in the simulation 
game, the participants are in less threatening positions than those of 
real life, because the consequences are n~t those of real life (Abt, 
1970). Ward and Koeninger.(1971) add that while in this non-threatening 
situa·tion participants may evaluate. their own behavior through interac-
tion and feedback from others.. In many segments of the ever more com-
plex society' many people (especial].,~ the young) rarely get a chance .to 
have control over their environment. A feeling of helplessness and lack 
of confidence in their abilities may deve~op, which may be detrimental 
to the future of these individuals. Involvement in simulation games 
provides opportunities to take action and see results, thus giving 
participants positive feedback of their effect upon their environment 
(Tansey and Unwin, 1969 and Boocock, 1966). 
Limitations of Simulation Games 
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Like any teaching technique, simulation games have minuses as well 
as plusses. The research accompanying th.e use of educational simulations 
and other games has proven rather conclusively that they produce a great 
deal of interest and positive motivation (Coleman, 1966)0 However, Abt 
(Boocock and Schild, 1968) identifies some limitat.ions of this method 
of instruction. He sees the attitude of teachers toward this medium as 
a possible dete.rrent to the effective use of it. They often doubt the 
validity and the accurateness of the,portrayal of the event or process 
being simulat.ed. Abt (1966, p. 23) states that "· •o the object of the 
game is to involve the student in the types of situations, motives, 
practical, canstra:i.nts, and decisions. that are the subject of study, not 
the specific details." 
Cost is another factor which may be against the use of simulation 
games on a. wide scale. Beck and Monroe have identified three areas of 
cost: 
lo Development of .the program, including field, testing and 
revision •. 
2. Environmental requirements for installation and use of the 
simulation program after .it is deve,loped. 
3o Training personnel for effective supervision of simulation 
training programs. 
These costs would be far less for many of the simulation games being 
produced because of their size and scale. In many instances also only 
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the teacher is needed to oversee the implementation of the.simulation. 
Mo.st of the .research ,accom:panying development of simulation games 
' 
for educational·purposes has revealed tl;lat little evidence exists to 
support their us,e from the standpoint of actual cognitive learning. 
Schi~d (1966, p. 3) states that " ••• a .simulatio.n game does not teach 
more than could ha,ve been learned in the real-life situation or process 
simulated~" Coleman (1966) agrees since he has found no evidence to 
support the thesis that participants learn more facts or principles from 
a simula~ion experience than from mQre conventional methods. Boocock 
(1966) however, obtained .supporting evidence for the .idea .ef factual 
learning when stucj.ents took part in her·Life Career game. There was 
also greater role empathy and increased feelings of efficacy. 
Wing (1966) found that even though the.same amCi>unt of learning took 
place afte.r the simulat~cm experience as that resulting from convention-
al methods, the time spend with the for~er·was much less. 
Simulations aim at doing more than just teaching mere hcts that 
may some day be.put together in the minds of the participants. They 
give insights. into the work!ngs of processes and human.relationships, 
thus makit}g evaluation ,often difficult (Twelker, 1969). This partly 
explains th.e unsatisfact.ory. results that testing the simulations have 
protj.uced. 
Abt (1966) sees the attracti,veness of educational games as a poten-
tially serious disadvantage. They !9-re not appropriate for teaching all 
topics and they cs.nnot serve as a replacement for other methods. But 
as a complement to. them, they can, enhance and add. excitement to the. 
educational process. Mc:Kenney and Dill (1966, p. 28) agree that simu-
la.tion gaming " . o o o l.S only one resource for building a meaningful 
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educational-experience." 
Designing Simulation Games 
As -researchers hav~ developed simulation g~mes; they hav~ also 
d~veloped-techniques and guidelines for th¢ process. Barton (1970, p. 
46) has list;ed some essential steps for designing siml,llat:i,ons. 
L Choose goals an~. objectives to be sepreq by the simulat.ion. 
2. Speci:f5y th~ object system to be sim'l:l_lated .-
3. Decide what portion of ,the object system will be represeQ.ted 
by a madel and what; portion by live, participants. 
·4. Specify operaticms. by b~th mqdel .and man· to make_ these 
representat~·ons. 
5. Establish tl:le forms of communication between, man.and m~del. 
-6. Describe tq.e type of_ partic.ip~nts desired. 
I . 
7. - Develop administrat:i:.ve procedures for carrying out the simula:-
tions ruris. 
I 
There_ are ,three phases of the si-µrulation project. The first is.the 
de~ign phase, t9is is fotl,owed by the executic:m or running phase and the 
evaluation or report phase. The latter two may or -~ay not _;b,e carrieg 
out-by th~ designer (BaI'.ton. p. 47). 
Anoth"r-exp~:i;ienced simulat~r h~s set_doWl') same steps for _designing 
gaming simulation. · ~ibel (197~~ p. 57) specifies: 
l. - De~ine the situation to be simulated. 
2. Identify the cr_itical individuals or :groups in. the situat;ieri 
and their specific- ro'ies witl:i, respect. to the sitl,latic.m. 
3. Identify the,initial resources.available to ei:i.ch play~r. 
4. Estal;>lish the range and types of transactions whio.h may oc;:cur. 
among the players. 
5. Determine the sequence for these transacti.ons~ 
6. Define how.the players use their resources to achieve their 
target objectives •. 
The model must be transposed into an action situation. The following 
steps are needed: 
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7. Select the specific is.sues or problems on which the simulation 
is to focus. 
8. Isolate the player reles,. player objective~, and the resources 
needed to adequately deal with the select;ed subset of issues and 
problems. 
9. Translate these reles and resources into a series of subplots, 
event, and characte,r situations which clearly,dra~tize the.key dynamics 
of the setting and issu.es being considered. 
10. Develep win-lose criteria far the players. 
Refinements may be ,needed and. the , following types should ·be considered: 
11. Modify the game to ~ke it more or less realistic. 
12. Modify the game to make it mere or less comprehensive. 
13. Modify t;he game to make it more or ;Less melodramatic and tense. 
Kibel stresses three important points--gaming sim1.1lat:i,on should have a 
minimum of objectives, sacrifices.of reality should be avoided if they 
would .. inter.fere with the Gverriding objectives, and the winning or 
losing of game players is less important than the play of the game. 
CHAPTER III 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE HOUSING GAME 
The problem was to develop a simulation game for use.in a college 
level class of·H0using and.Interior Design which would enhance the 
learning by providing insight into housing choices faced by people in 
various family, economic and age situations. The majority of the.lit-
erature does not support the contention that·factual recollection is 
evidenced aftez: participation in simulation gaming eocperieq.ces (Chapter 
II), For this reason, the researcher did not use the pretest-posttest 
method to obtaiq. data. concerning th.e retention of information. Instead, 
a questionnaire was developed to obtain reactions and s~ggestions of_ 
the students who took part in the execution of the game. 
Objectives for the Game 
After reviewing the literature on simulation games including that. 
of design, the researcher setdown some objectives for The Housing Game. 
aarton (1970) has suggested thi$ as the first step for desi~ning 
simula,tions. 
Upon completion of the game, the partic:l.pants should be able to: 
I 
1. recognize the ex:i,.stence of a relationsh:l.p between a person's 
values and h:l.s choice of dwelling, 
2o recognize the existence of a relationship between a person's· 
values and his choice of acquisition of furn:l.shings and other objects 
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for the. home., 
3. recognize the.existence of a relationship between a person's 
family situation and his choice of dwel).ings; 
4. recognize the existenc;e of .a rel£:!,tionship between a person's 
family situa~ion and his·acquisitions fo;r the,home, 
5. see a need for further investigation of .the social, psychologi.,.. 
. cal and economic aspects of housing choices. 
Roles for the Game 
After reading the. literatu;re, studying a variety: of simulation 
games and deciding on th-e abjecd.ves. for lh.e. Housing Game.,. it was de-
cided to develop a number of roles. The roles were to be diverse, 
including varieties of a,ge, sex, educational level, ec;onomic condition, 
rae-e. ·-seurce ,-o:fi inceme,- numb.er of d,ependent, maritE!.l ·and heal.th st;'.atus. 
The role description~ are.· given in Appendix A. 
Choices, Chan.ces and Rules . 
Since it: wci,s · :fou.nd that housing is. the second largest item in the 
family budge.t ·(Chapter II), ,it wa~ decic;led .that. choosing a dwel,ling was 
of 'importance to the essence ~f the game-~as taken frqm the obje~tives. 
. I ' 
The relationship between a person'°s valuei:i and his housing cho~ce was 
also emphasized. 
A list of values was compiled. These were chosen because they are 
fouqd ·in American society and·specifically relate te housing. The ;l:if-
tee"Q. values (found in the Appendix) w'ere e~plained by a few words to 
give greater clarity and a mo.re relia~le cQ.oice, since less individual. 
interpretation could be made. The values chos~n wer.e privacy, comfort,· 
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SEifety, location, fam~ly c~nteredness, health, financial security, 
economy, status, leisure~ aesthe:tics, personal interests, friendship 
activities, cleanliness and·convenience. 
The dwellings chosen were divided into those which were owned and 
those which .were.rented by the characters. There were nine of the 
"owned'' ones and eight of those "reI\ted". Each described the size, 
locat~on, amenities, accessibil~ty, services provided .or near at. hand 
and cost. These descriptions were listed in Appendix A. The ownec;l 
resid~nces ranged from a two bedroom home in a declining neighborhood 
valued at $4,500 to an apartment hous.e owned cooperatively by eight 
fa)llilies and valued at $50,000 and a large four bedroom house in a new 
development, near a country cl,ub,. valued at $55, 000. The .other dwell-
ings to be owned included a mobile hqme in a mobile ho~e,part in a town 
of 35,000, valued at $4,.800; a large three bedroom house in a 15 year-
old.residential area with spacious lots, valued at $50,000; a small 
three bedroom home near an industrial area, valued at $6,000; a three 
bedroom condominium in a newly developed area within easy access to 
other areas of the city and valued at $35,000; a medium-sized thr~e 
bedroom home. on a spacious.lot in~ quiet 20 year-old neighborhood, 
close to school and community services, valued at $15,500; and a medium-
sized two bedroom home on a five acre plot ,at the edge of town, valued 
at.$1.8~000. 
The rented dwellings ran the.gamut from a small company-owned two 
bedroom house in poor conditi.on for $50.00 per month and a room in an 
o.· ld downt.own. hotel for $7 5. 00 per month to an apartment in a luxl,.Jry c0w-
. . ' 
plex with many social and other services. The list of rented residences 
also included a less expensive apartment; a mobile home, a.small two 
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bedroom home in an older neighborhood, a duplex in a government housing 
project wit4 federally subsidized rent available for low income occu-
pants and a .room in a nursing hon;ie with federal aid payments also 
available. 
Each person (or group if the number of participants exceeds twelve--
the number of roles) chooses from the list of values four that he thiI).ks 
would be held by the character he represents and lists them in order of 
I , 
importance. Using ,the values chosen and the ROL~ DESCRIPTION for his' 
character, each person or group makes a choice of a rented or owned 
dwelling from the DESCRIPTrON OF DWELLINGS. This selection is recorded 
on the ROLE DESCRIPTION she.et beneath the four values. 
The choices related to housing do not end'with the selection of a 
place of residence. Furnishings and equipment must be added ,or replaced 
continuously as a person or family goes about the process of living. 
The decisions concerning these household products are of great import 
because they affect daily living and often are major expenses in the 
budget of the hous,ehold" 
It was decided that these choices sho,uld be included in the actions 
of the characters" The list of acquisitions that was developed ranged. 
from a swimm:i,ng pool to a handrail, for the bathroom. Cards were finally 
chosen as a means fer ,putting these selections into play" There were a 
total of. 153 cards with the number of cards per item ranging from 1 to 6. 
Each item was given a point value which was arbitrarily set to loosely 
represent a monetary relationship" The points were set in numbers divi-
sible by five, to ease use when scoring. The largest point value was . 
given to the swimming pool (60 points) and there were items ranging all 
the way down to several at five points. The entire list is given in the, 
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Appendix. 
In gaming, the element of chance is important to keep up the 
interest of the players (Clements, 1970). Keeping this in mind, the 
researcher decided to interject this element through the.medium of 
cards also. Since some unexpected. events change the financial picture 
for the benefit of those involved, almost half of the .cards were n'~s 
of economic gain. Other happenings do not affect the economy of the 
family or person, thus, a few cards centained no change. Finally, 
more.than half .of the CHANCE CARDS relayed bad news (that of financial 
loss). There. was even a card which eliminated the character from the 
game because of £ailure to make mortgage payments and repossession of· 
the dwelling. Some of the cards, both good and bad, affected only 
renters or only owners, and others affected renter,s and owners in dif-
ferent degree9. .Like the ACQUISITION ,CARDS,, the CHANCE CARDS reflect 
their financial gain or loss by the point value listed on the cards. 
I They range· from being out of the game and a loss of all points, but 
continuing in the game to the addition of twenty points, There are 
twelve plus cards and twenty minus cards. There are alse tw.o with no 
change·indicated • 
. After each person .or group has become familiar with the characte:t; 
they represent and. have chosen the four values and the dwelling best 
suite,d for the situation, th~y participate in six (6) rounds. of play. 
During the round,s, each character is dealt ACQUISITION CARDS and CHANCE 
CARDS. Three ACQUISITION CARDS are dealt in the first round and any 
numl;>er may be kept or discarded according to the household situation of 
the character, his values chosen and dwelling choice. The point range 
for winning which differs for .each chara.cter is also a factor to be 
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considered. TJ;le second round intr.oduces chance by giving each character 
a CHANCE CARO. The players must follow the instructions on the card to 
add or subtract points or make no cI:iange. The third and fifth rounds 
follow as ROUND 1 and the fourth round is a repeat of ROUND 2. The 
sixth and.fins~ round is different in that each character is dealt one 
final ACQUISITION CARD which may be.kept or discarded, There is a 
SCORE SHEET on wl:iich .the points are recorded from.each ACQUISITION CARD 
retained and each CHANCE CARD chosen. For each ACQUISITION CARD re-
corded, a plus (+) or minus (-) is placed by each value, reflecting 
a positive relationship or lack of a positive relationship. This is 
done also for the dwelling and each ACQUISITloN CARD. In order to win, 
the players must have come within the point range for their characters 
and have twice as many plusses as minuses. 
CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS 
It was not the purpose of this study to prove that ~ Housing Game 
is an instrument which will ca,use great; changes.in knowledge and beha-
vier, but rather it was intended to create a simulation game that would 
bring about an awareness and an interest on the part of the participants 
in the complexity of decisions relating to housing. A questionnaire wa.s 
developed to obtain reactions of those participating in the running of 
the game. The instrument was placed in Appendix B. 
A trial run was held approximate~y two weeks before the actual 
testing of the game to work out the aspects which prevented smoothness 
in the running of it. There were eight subjects who were all graduate 
students or former graduate students in Housing and Interior Design 
and/or Family Relations atJ.d Child Development and had.had previous ex-
pei;-ience with research. They made suggestions about adjusting the num-
her of rounds to. facilitate moving through the game and finding a way 
to see a relation between values and acquisitions. 
The ac.tual test took place in an intermediate Housing and Interior 
Design class called Design and Space. There were 32 students who are 
undergraduates in Housing and Interior Design and Architecture. The 
class was divided by twelve .for the twelve characters who are represent-
, . ~ 
ed in the playing of the game.· So1Ile of the groups consisted of three 
and some were made up of two students. From observation only by the. 
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researcher .~nd the tel:J,cher of the class, it wa$ determined that the 
groups of three had more sharing of ideas and more enthusiasm for put-
I 
ting thems.elves int.o the roles and making the choices as they felt 
The answers. to the questions as~ed after playing the game reveal 
some facts which may be helpful in fur th.er: use of it o Twenty-two (22) 
of the participants responded that th.e instructions were easy to follow, 
while 10 felt that sometimes they could have been more easily understood 
and none thought th~t thE:l.y were too difficult. When asked if they had 
fun playing the game, 24 answered yes, eight responded with sometimes 
and one replied with noo The chance cards were met with mixed responses, 
with .two f(ileling th<'it ·they added no interest or realism, while 11 re""'.' 
I plied with sometimes and·l9 players put: .their mark on "Yes, not knowing 
~hat.was ~o happen made the game more interesting and realistico" 
When, answering.the.fo~rth question "Since completing the game, do 
you feel you are better able to make good judgments about housing?" nine 
simply sai. d. "yes" and eight, others also replied affirmatively with com-
, ' 
ments such as "A little better" and "Just a little bi to" Another com-
mented "Maybe, you just never know what·life can bring 11 and still 
anoth~r said· "Yes, I now bettet; realize some.of the things considered 
in a home and liying relative to cost." One participant felt th.at he 
was better able to make good judgments "after the second timeo 11 Besides 
the 17 affirmative replies, there were 15 who answered negativelyo Most 
of them replied by saying only "no". or "not neces~arily" but one student 
said "No, housing is a complex problem." 
The .fifth question asked "After playing the game, do you feel you 
have a bett.:;r understanding of different people's housing choices?" Tq 
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this question only five answered no~ with one person saying "not a whole 
lot." There were 26 affirmative replies to this question, ranging from 
"a little better,'' to "Yes, I can see more clearly the problems being 
confronted by different people. 11 Most siwply said "yeso" 
Answers were varied to the question regarding the part of the game 
that was best li.ked. Seven of the respondents felt that choosing of the 
values and/ or· the dwe:Lling was .. the best part, . while four listed winning 
as the best and five like the acquisition cards most. Seven preferred 
i 
t;he chance. cards--on.e of. whom specified the "good 11 ch.anc~ cards o Three 
of the players enjoyed the character descriptions most, one stated 
specifically "having .to think as the character himselfo" One person 
responded .that he liked it all and one did not like any of it because 
he felt it was too simpleo Other comments included: "Getting close to 
what poinJ:s one need.ed and getting a chance card--made the game more 
exciting;" "Trying to decide the best values and housing for different 
1 if es tyles ," · " figur;ing what the family really needs and wants'' and· 
"Picking the most important priorities."· 
The views were equally varied in response to the question of the 
part liked.least.· Seven listed aspects of scoring, three of those com-
mented specifically on the use of plusses and minuses o Five liked chaos-
ing the.values least~ six disliked getting the chance cards, two did not 
like being put.out of the game with a cJ::i.ance card and three referred to 
choosing between thT acquisition cards or getting the wrong cards for 
their characters;, One did not .like ''writing .it all down," two mentioned 
losing because• of not having enough financial res.ources with their char-
acter's ROLE DESCRIPTJ;ON~ one stated dislike of "The hidden reference--
was a small carpet economical and compared.to what?" and one person did 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECO:r:1MENDATIONS 
Housing is of concern to all members of society, but as an area 
of study it has not received mu~h recognition, It is predicted that be-
cause of the rapidly increasing number of households. being formed and. 
with the growing concern of ·the average citizen pushing the Federal 
Government into action, there will be a tremendous increase in the.num-
ber of housing units. built in the next decadeo It is imperative that 
leaders in housing be trained and ready to meet this challenge, Simula-
tion gaming iS, a developing technique which. is receiving attention as a 
contributor to "relevant" learning. It provides a nonthreatening en-
vironment wpere lifelike decisions can be made and acted upon. The 
purposes of this study are: (1) to develop a simulation game to be 
used in a beginning or intermediate college level bousing and interior 
design class to provide insight into housing choices faced by people in 
various life situations, and (2) to develop a questionnaire to obtain 
reactions of the partic~pants of the game. 
The researcher began by e~tablishing a list of behavioral objectives 
for the game 0 These objectives were slanted toward obtaining an overall 
feeling or empathy rather than learning specific facts, Because of this 
direction of the game with basis in research, it was decided not to use 
a pretest and a posttest, but rather develop a questionnaire to obtaiq 
reactions of the participants. 
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The game itself consisted of twelve character roles which were to 
be assumed by the players. The roles were diverse and included varia-
tion in age, sex,. educational level, economic condition, race, source 
of income, number of dependents and marital and health status. Of the 
32 students participating in the game, only three listed the characters 
·as their favorite part, and two players suggested that more information 
be given for the.characters. From this it is recommended that the 
CHARACTER ROLES be reviewed and possibly be given more facets. It is 
not believed that more characters are needed~ 
The basic idea of determining the values for the character, and 
then choosing a dwelling which will coincide with .the character.and his 
v;alues are not reconunended for change. Seven of the players responded 
that they liked this part of .the game most, though five listed choosing 
the values as their least favorite. No one suggested altering these 
choices when asked to make further suggestions. Though the list of 15 
values seems workable, no one selected "cleanliness" and this one could 
be eliminat:ed. It was felt by the researcher that the b.rief description 
accompanying the values eliminated confusion and the need to ask ques-
tions about this aspect of the game, making it run more smoothly and 
satisfactorily for all those involved. 
The choice of dwelling was listed as most preferred by several 
of the players, while not being listed at all as the part least liked. 
The fiµal list .included nine "owned" dwellings and eight "rented" ones, 
both groups varying greatly in assets and expense. There was not an 
incentive to buy written into the selection process, but there were ad-
vantages and disad,vantages on both sides. After the trial playing of 
the game by the panel of graduate students and former graduate students 
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and at their suggestion, it was decided to expand the number of choices 
of dwellings to the present number. Although none of those answering 
the questionnaire suggested it, the researcher recommends a review of 
and possible additions to this list of residences. Other examples 
might include different locales with greater descriptions of the neigh-
borhood, city or town, and even part of the country. There might: also 
be a greater range in cost and greater description of loans and other 
kinds of aid available. 
Furnishings and.equipment must be added and/or replaced throughout 
the life of a person or family. Choosing these items was provided for 
in the game through use of a series of cards 11 each representing one 
! 
i 
item. They ranged from a swimming pool to a handrail for th~ bathroom. 
There were 52 ite~s with 1 to 6 cards. for each. The ACQUISITION CARDS 
were given in four of the six rounds in groups--three, three, three, and 
one. During each round the players were able to keep or discard any 
number. Five people listed the ACQUISITION CARDS as the favorite part.~ 
but three comment.ed that they liked least having to choose between the 
ACQUISITION CARDS or getting the wrong cards for their character. In 
the two playings of the game with the class of undergraduatesp nine 
items were not chosen and eleven were chosen only once. The average 
I point value (here related to moneta'.ry value) of these cards not chosen 
• 
was defi,nitely above.the total, and since there was no character who 
made more than '$22,000~ it would seem that there should either be fewer 
choices of costlier items or more of the less expensive ones. This was 
verified by the comments and suggestions of the students~ one suggesting 
that there be more possibiliti,es for the ACQUISITION CARDS. Others sug-
gested that all the ,cards 11 including the ACQUISITION: CARDS~ be passed 
out at once, and one perspn felt that the ACQUISITION CARDS be marked 
for certain characters, since some in reality would not have many of 
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the items to choose from for h;i..s family. It •is hoped that: the players 
will achieve enough insight to be aqle to automatically discard those 
cards which would be unrealistic choices for his charactero It is be-
lieved that mal;'king the.cards would take away too much of the basic de-
sign of the game. It is felt however, that some improved method is 
need.ed to facilitate use of .the cards. Much of the selection of the. 
ACQUISITION C.!\RDS that a part,icular character .had was left to chance, 
since the choice of cards was at random, and many times the characters 
would be dealt duplicates o When .this was done, they were allowed to 
exchange one of these for another card selected at random •. It is be-
lieved that some of this chance factor should remain~ but not allo One 
student brought, forth the idea of· a list containing all. the possible 
acquisitions which could be given to each player" This is believed to 
be a definite possibility to be tried. Another would be to allow the 
characte.rs to trade cards with each other. This woul.d provide a chance 
for interaction as well as giving greater chances for acquisitions which 
would fall within the lif~s tyle of the characters." 
A chance element .is important to give challenge and possibilities 
for action to all playerso In··~ Housing Game, this factor was· intro-
duced through the use pf CHANCE.CARDS which represented unexpected hap-
penings in the life of the.charact:ers which provided gain, loss or no 
change in the financial situation" Th~re were 12 cards of addition~ 20 
of subtract:ion and two of.Po change. The .CHANCE CARDS were favored by 
seven of th.e players and were liked least by sixo When asked if the 
CHANCE CARDS added realism and interest, the largest number (19) 
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responded.with "yes," 11 replied with "sometimes" and only two said 
"no." It is felt that; the.CHANCE CARDS defin:i,tely add realism to the 
situation, but that they are possibly weighted too heavily toward losses 
and that there are not enough of.those indicating no changeo It is 
recommended that they remain and that they be·added to to expand the 
situations.; 
The Housing Game was played once with all of the students partici-. 
pating as :a member of a group representing a charactero The ROLE 
DESCRIPTIONS were passed out at ,random, and after finishing the first 
game, the groups traded and played it againo The second time went 
much faster and smoother, with seemingly more enjoyment on the part of 
the players •. Two of the .students commented specifically on playing the 
game twice, one saying he did not like playing it twice and the other 
saying that only after the second ti.me did he feel that he really got 
into the charactero The researcher believes that it is important to 
play the game more than once to establish ease and ability to empathize 
and more accurately make the choices as the character wouldo 
The scoring technique seemed to be easily understood by the 
participants, since only one requested .a change in that area and there 
were not many questions or misunderstandings while the game was in play, 
except those about the plusses (+) and minuses (-). These were de-
signed to establish .a tie.between the values and the choice of dwelling 
and acquisitionso This was only partially successful and it is recom-
mepded that· the instruction for this part of the game be clarifiedo 
The verbal instructions and the.wrHten directions describing the 
ROUNDS were apparently generally easy to follow~ because there were no 
participants who responded negatively in this area and 22 of the 32 · 
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answered that they were easy to follow. 
Games are intended to be an enjoyable way of learning_, and 
apparel_ltly The Housing ~ succeeded in this area. No one said that 
they did not have fun playing the game and only eight _o:f; the 32 replied 
that they enjoyed it "sometimes." 
In the area.of ability to make good housing judgments after playing 
the game, 17 replied affirmatively and 15 responded negatively, giving 
no clear cut proo·f of strength iQ. gaining ability in making judgments. 
On the other hand, 26 of the 32 affirmed that they felt they were 
better able to understand other people's housing choice,s, thus support-
ing the belief that simulation gaming conveys a feeling for a situation. 
It is felt that The Housing Game was initially a succe$S and that 
it will be strengthened by additions.in some areas. It ·is also felt 
that simulation gaming is a technique which can be used successfully in 
housing education and t4.at there are many possibilities for the develop-
ment of .other games to be used in the area of study. 
The researcher feels that .'.!h!:. Housing ~ may be used with other 
adult groups and, with slight modifications, may be used with younger 
people. Further use of the game.will include the modifications sug-
gestec;l by the class. Study is needed to determine the optim~ number 
of players for best .results. , The Housing Ga'.me may be used as a part 
of a teaching unit on housing for the elderly in which_ case more roles 
would be developed of ,aged characters and their alternatives would be 
considered in greater depth. 
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APPENDIX A 
THE HOUSING GAME 
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INSTRUCTIONS 
Each of you (individually or as a group) represents the head 
of a household. 
Each character is in a different family s:i,tuat;ion. 
Study your ROLE DESCRIPTION. Introduce yourself to the other 
players. 
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Now examine the sheet entitled SELECTED VALUES OF AMERICAN SOC!El;l. 
From this page choose four (4) values which are most significant to your 
character. List these values in order of importance. 
Read carefully the DESCRIPTION .OF DWELLINGS and choose. the one 
that best meets the needs of your household. 
Th,ere are six (6) rounds. of play in which you will be dealt 
ACQUISITION CARDS .and will pick CHANCE CARDS. The ACQUISITION CARDS 
repI'.esent household items which .may be obtained by a family to. improve 
their lifestyle. Because of the .w.ide range in cost, prodi+cts. for the 
home must be.acquired at varying rates, so each card is given' a point 
value., Th,e ,CHANCE CARDS represent. events th11t may occu.r unexpectedly 
in the life of a family. They may be good or bad. 
The object of the.game .is to achieve a winning score at the end of 
·five rounds that ;is specified for each character. 
ROLE DESCRlPTIQN 
Name: Juan Points needed to win: 
Age: '36 35-60 
Sex: male 
Race: Spanish Am~rican 
Marital status~ married 
. Education: completed 8th grade 
Source of incotn~: migran~ laborer (wife and 4 oldest childxen help 
with .the work) $4,0QG 
Dependen~s: wife and 8 children 
Health: . ,fair 





Choose the dw~ll~ng that is most appropriate fer ,your.situ~tio~. 
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R0LE DESC!l.IPTION , ! 
Name: Glenda Points neeqed to win: 
Age:· 28 50-75 
Sex: female 
Race: black 
Marital status: single 
Educa.tion: co~pleted 11th grade 
Source' of income': Welfare and Aid .to Families with Dependent Children, 
! $2,640 
Depend en ts: 4 ·children, 11, 8, 6, 3 yrs. 
Health: good 











Marital Sta~us: married 
Educat.ion:. 8th grade 
Sou~ce of income: pension, $1,320 
Dependents: wife 
Heal. th: . poor 
Points ne~ded .. to win; 
50...,75 












Marital status~ married 
Education: completed 10th grade 
Points needed to win: 
60-90 
Source of income: semi-skilled labor, $5,000 
Dependents: wife and 5 children, l(i, 15, 12, .8 a.nd .4 yrs. 
Health: good 





Choose the dw.elling that is most appropriate for your .situatiori.. 
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ROLE DESCRIPTION 
Name: Ella Points needed to win: 
Age: 82 65-9.0 
Sex: female 
Race: wh:l,te 
Ma,rital sta,tus: widowed 
Education: completed _9th grade 









Choose the .dwell:l,ng that .. is most appropriat~ for your situation. 
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ROLE DESCRIPTION 
Name: Betty Points needed to win: 
Age: 34 80-110 
Sex: female 
Ra,ce: white. 
Marital status: divorced 
Education: high school diploma 
Source of income: secretary, $6,000; occasional help from chilqren~s 
fa~her 
Dependents: 3 children, 9, 7, and.6 yrs. 
Health: good 










Sex: . male 
Race: white 
Marital status: . married 
Points needed to win: 
100-130 
Education: completed 1 year of college, currently in school 
Source of income: GI Bill and wife working as secretary $5,400 
Dependents: none, since both have an income 
Health: excellent 
List four (4) values in order or importance. 
1. 
Choose the dwelling that is most appropriate for your situation. 
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ROLE DESCRIPTION 
Name: Jason Points needed to win: 
Age: 27 120-160 
Sex: male 
Race: white 
Marital status: single; living with female roommate 
Education: college degree and finishing a law degree 
Source of income: lawyer for the American. Civil Liberties Union, 
roommate runs a day care center, $8,400 
Dependents: none 
Health: excellent 









,Age: 38 ,. wife 35 
Sex~ male 
Race: white 
Marital status: married 
Points needed to win: 
130-180 
Education: high school diploma, vo-tech certificate 
Source of income: airplane mechanic; $10,00© 
Dependents: wife and 2 childr~n; 10 and 13 yrs. 
Health:, gaod, wife confined to wheelchair; otherw.ise geod 





Choose the dwelling that is most appropriate for your situation. 
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ROLE DESCRIPTIG>N . 
Name: James· Points needed to win: 
Age: 26 
Sex: male 
Race: black, wife, white 
Marital status: married 
150-200 
Education: completed master's degree 
Source of income: college teacher, $10,000 
Dependents: wi~e and 1 daughter, 2 yrs. 
Health: excellent 





Choose the dwelling that.is mest apprepriate for yeur situation. 
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ROLE DESCRIPTlON 
Name: Jack Points needed to win: 
Age: 30 175-225 
Sex: male 
Race: . white 
Marital.status: married 
Ed~cation: college degree 
Soul;'.'ce of income: . photographer;_ wife artist and· art teacher 
$15,000~$20,000 variable 
Dependents: 2 children, 2 and 5 yrs. 
Heal.th: excellent 
List feur (4) values in order of importai:i-ce. 
1. 
Choose the dwel:!.ing that.is most appropriat~ for your.situation. 
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ROLE DESClUP'l'I0N . 
Name: Richard 
Age: 60 
Paints needed to win: 
Sex: male 
Race: . whit~-
Marital status: ~rried 
Edu.cat;l.on: cellege + dentistry school .. · 
Source of .income: dentist, $22,000 
200-250 
Dependents: wife and wife's mether whe is living with t~em 
Health: fair 





Choose the dwelling that ,is most appropriate fer ,your situation. 
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SELECTED VALUES·OF AMERICAN SOCIETY 
Privacy--oppertun:i,.ty to be alone when desired 
Comfert--ease.and quiet enjoyment 
Safety--physical, see;urity, freedom from danger 
Lecat:i,.on--nearness to services and people with .whom contact is desired 
Family center.edness--major goals and activities are oriented toward 
family 
Health--goed physical an.d mental well-being 
Financial security 
Ecenemy--careful ma.nagement of money resources 
Status--prestige, recognition by others 
Leisure--having free or spare time 
Aesthetics--beauty, art 
Personal interests--pursuing one's personal interests such as hobbies, 
sports, attending cultural events 
Friendship ac,tivities--social actiyities with friends, such as parties, 
dining together, conversation 
Cleanlin~ss--clean and sanitary surroundings 
Convenience""."-having things handy an.d easy to use 
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DESCRIPTION OF DWELLINGS 
Owned 
lo Two bedroom home, near down-
town of a city of 60,000, in 
a declining neighborhood, with-
in easy access (walking or 
driving) to grocery shopping, 
a small park and churches~ 
valued at $4,500. 
2o Apartment house owned coopera-
tively by eight families, in a 
city of 800,000, in a neighbor-
hood that is fifty years old 
but well preserved, composed of 
people of various ages, within 
easy access to transit system 
and shopping and park facilities, 
valued at $50,000. 
Rented 
1. Small two bedroom home, in 25-30 
year-old neighborhood, with 
little yard space, with moderate 
traffic, not far from downtown 
area, shopping, school and rec-
reation facilities within short 
driving distance, $60.00 a 
month plus utilities. 
2. Apartment in a large complex 
providing a large variety of so-
cial and recreational facilities 
and useful services, near busi-
ness district in newly developed 
area, large, 3 bedroom, $300.00 
a month utilities paid. 
3. Mobile home, in town of 35,000, 3. Apartment in a complex of about 
in a newly developed area of town, 40 apartments, in a twelve year-
mobile home park facilities and old neighborhood, two bedrooms, 
aesthetics minimal; near school useful services such as laundry 
and shopping area, easy movement facilities provided, but no 
by car to all of town, valued at planned social and recreational 
$4;800. activities, within short drive 
4. Large three bedroom home, in a 
15 year-old residential area, 
spacious well-kept yards, space 
for entertaining, no through 
traffic, no shopping, recrea-
tion or church facilities within 
walking distance, valued at 
$50,000. 
5. Small three bedroom home, in 25 
year-old neighborhood, small 
yard space, near industrial area, 
close to local shopping, church 
and recreational facilities, 
valued at $6,000. 
of shopping and business, $175 
per month. 
4. Mobile home, two bedrooms, small 
living space, very small yard 
space, in mobile home park at 
edge of town, easily reached by 
car from educational, recreation-
al and business areas, $85000 
per month plus bills. 
5. Room in old hotel in the heart 
of the city which leases to long-
term residents, provision made 
with coffee shop for daily meals 
services such as laundry pro-
vided, near shopping and other 
business and recreation facili-
ties, (within walking distance) 
$75.00 per month plus meals. 
Owned 
60 Three bedroom condominium, in a 
newly developed neighborhood of 
townhouses and other multi-family 
dwellings 9 near major thorough-
fare, leading to business district 
shopping facilities and school, 
entertainment space readily 
usable, valued at $35,000o 
7" Medium-sized three bedroom home~ 
on spacious lot, in 20 year-old 
neighborhood, little through 
traffic, near schoolj within 
driving distance of shopping, 
business and community services, 
space for entertaining, quiet 
area, valued at $15,5000 
80 Medium-sized two bedroom home, 
. just outside town, on five acre 
plot of landp much yard space and 
large garden areap a few fairly 
close neighbors, within short dis-
tance to grocery shopping:1 but 
farther from church, school, 
business and recreational·facil-
ities, valueq at $18~0000 
9o Spacious four bedroom house, in 
new residential development area 
at the edge of town, well-land~ 
scaped lots~ winding streets 
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Rented 
6. Small, company-owned two bedroom 
house, located on a work site in 
a grouping of other houses just 
like it, poor upkeep, minimal 
cooking and sanitation facili~ 
ties, available to company em-
ployees for short term use, 
$50000 per month bill.s included. 
7. Room in nursing home, meals pro-
vided~ some recreational facili-
ties provided, special care ser-
vices provided, religious 
services available, may furnish 
occasional free transportation 
to shopping areas, many older 
people living in the same build-
ing, $350 per month, including 
meals (may be partially paid by 
government) • 
with no through traffic 11 plenty 
of.space for.outdeor entertain-
ing~ near country club~ no shopping 




Each player is dealt 3 cards. 
Keep or discard any number of these cards in keeping with the.household 
situation, values, dwelling and points for winning. 
Record the point value of the cards kept on the SCORE SHEET. 
ROUND 2 
Pick a CHANC~ CARD. 
Follow the instructions on the.card. 
Record any change of points. 
ROUND 3 
Play as. ROUND 1. 
ROUND 4 
Play as ROUND 2. 
ROUND 5 
Play as ROUND 1. 
ROUND 6 
Each player is dealt one final·card~ 
Keep or discard as needed, 
Record points on SCORE SHEET. · 
Total points for the 6 rounds~ 
For each car.d chosen~ put a plus (+) or minus (-) under each value that· 
you have. recorded for your chara.cter. 
Do this also for the dwelling you have selected. 
If you have twice as many plusses as minuses and have stayed within the 
number of points specified for your character, you are a winner. 
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SCORE SHEET 
























































DINING TABLE AND CHAIRS . 
40 points 
5 points 
























CARPET FOR ENTIRE HOME 
30 points 
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PUBLIC LIABILITY INSURANCE 
10 points 
NEW PAINT FOR OUTSIDE OF HOUSE 
20 points 








GLASS TOP TABLE 
15 points 
SOFA 
25, 20 and 15 points 
ORIGINAL OIL PAINTING 
40 points 





Receive a large settlement from 
insurance 
ADD 20 POINTS 
Family member received inheritance 
of $1,000 
ADO 20 POINTS 
Last child'becomes financially 
independent 
ADD 15 POINTS 
House in Urban Renewal destruction 
area, must move, but will be paid 
l 1/2 times the value of house ' 
ADD 20 POINTS 
Receive money back on income tax. 
ADD 10 POINTS 
Win small amo~nt at the tracks 
ADD 5 POINTS 
From entering a drawing at a loca,l 
store, win free siding for house 
ADD 15 POINTS 
Bread winner gets pro~otion on job 
ADD 15 POINTS 
Finish paying off car 
ADD 15 POINTS 
Someone is hurt 1.n an ac.cident, on 
your property 
SUBTRACT 15 POINTS IF PROPERTY 
OVJNER 
Furnace breaks down-
SUB'l)RACT .5 POINTS IF PROPERTY 
OWNER· 
Severe hail -storm strikes 
SUBTRACT 15 POINTS IF PROPERTY 
OWNER 
CANCEL·IF HOME OWNERS INSURANCE 
IS CHOSEN 
Because of street improvements, 
property value is raised. 
ADD 10 POINTS IF l'ROPERTY OWNER 
Because pf over-building in city, 
rent is lowered , 
ADD 15 POINTS IF RENTING 
Because of a change in city admin-
istration, property taxes reduced 
ADD 10 POINTS IF PROPERT,~ OWNER 
Hang in there 
NO CHANGE· 
NO CHANGE· 
Repairs needed because of plumbing 
failure 
SUBTRACTlO POINTS 
Bread winner· laid off job for a few 
weeks 
SUBTRACT ALL BUT 25 POINTS 
Vandals break in and the result is 
much damage 
SUBTRACT 20 POINTS 
Neighborhood baseball game broke 
out a window 
SUBTRACT 5 POINTS 
Property taxes raised 
SUBTRACT·10 POINTS IF.PROPERTY 
OWNER ONLY 
Because of housing shortage in cit~ 
rent is raised 
SUBTRACT 10 POINTS IF RENT.ER ONLY 
Bread winner gets job transfer 
SUBTRACT AL~ BUT 20 POINTS 
Bread winner loses job 
SUBTRACT AL~ BUT 20 POINTS 
Family member .is taken ill 
SUBTRACT 10 POINT.S · 
Someone is hurt. in a~ accident on 
your property 
SUBTRACT 15 POINTS I~ PROPERTY 
OWNER 
CANCEL IF PUBLIC LIABILITY 
INSURANCE IS CHOSEN 
Because of termites, much.damage 
results 
SUBTRACT 10 POINTS IF RENTER 
20 POINTS IF.PROPERTY 
OWNER 
Neighborhood ravaged by flood 
SUBTRACT 15 POINTS IF RENTER 
20 POINTS IF PROJ;>ERTY 
OWNER· 
Food costs rising very rapidly 
ALL PLAYERS SUBTRACT 15 POINTS 
Elderly family member moved in 
SUBTRACT. 5 POINTS 
Family member is chronically ill 
SUBTRAGT 20 POINTS 
Reuse burns down 
LOSE ALL POINTS 
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Because of failure to make mortgage 
payments, house is repossessed 




1. Were .. the instructions ef the game easy to follow? 
___ Yes, the inst!uctions were clear anq easy to follow. 
___ Sometimes they. could have been more_ easily unders.tandable. 
--- No, I often had di,fficulty following the instru~~ions. 
2. Did you enjoy playing the game? 
--- Yes, I haq fun,playing the game. 
___ Sometimes, but,: occasionally it was .. boring. 
___ No, it was too time consuming and di~ficult tQ play 
3. Did· the, chance cards make playing th.e game more interesting and 
realistic? 
___ Yes, not·knqwing wha·t. was .to happen.made.the game mc;>re 
interestiI,lg and realistic. 
---
Sometimes the chances added.interest and realism. 
---·No,, tb,.e chance cards adde.d no interest or realism. 
4. Since completing the game, da you feel you are better able.to make 
good judgments about housing? 
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5. After play;i.ng th~ game, do you feel youhave a better understanding 
of ,diff~rent people's housing cho-i~es? 
6. The part, of the game I liked best wali!: 
7. The part o:I; the game. ,I lik~d lea.st was: 
! 
8. Other comments or suggesti~ns for the game are: 
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